Thistle
Impress
You!

The thistle is Scotland’s
national flower. Its
distinctive shape and
rich purple colour
make it a popular
decorative choice.

Drinking Vessels
Thistles are narrower at the base
and widen out at the top, making
them a perfect shape for drinking
vessels such as these thistle cups.

Pair of silver thistle cups
Made by George Walker, about 1695
Purchased in 1994
ABDAG008847

Laburnum wood and silver quaich
Made in the 18th century
Purchased in 1985
ABDAG001385

The quaich is a traditional
Scottish drinking vessel, and
a symbol of love and friendship.
The three handles on this
quaich allow it to be passed
around so that the drink can
be shared. A thistle is engraved
on the central silver disc.

Jewellery
The thistle is a popular
motif in Scottish jewellery.
Cairngorm is a quartz crystal
found in the Cairngorm mountains
in north-east Scotland. This brooch
has a central cairngorm attached to
a yellow metal ring with an incised
thistle pattern.

Cairngorm brooch
Made in the 1880s
Presented in 2011 by Jean and Jack Osborne
ABDMS082273

This brooch has a plain circular band.
It is inset with a thistle bearing two
flower heads, one a yellow cairngorm
and the other an amethyst.

Silver thistle brooch
Made by William Dunningham & Co,
about 1920
Purchased in 1984
ABDAG001338

The Art Nouveau design
of this hatpin features an
amber-coloured glass thistle.

Metal and glass hatpin
Made in the early 20th century
ABDMS033079

Sport
Donald Dinnie (1837-1916) was born at Balnacraig near
Aboyne, in Aberdeenshire. He won a staggering number
of sports competitions – more than 11,000. He was the
recipient of this Champion Athlete’s belt, which has
thistle borders around each of the ten linked plaques.

Each of the plaques
has an image of a
different sport.

The central plaque has a
moulded depiction of
Donald Dinnie with his arms
folded across his chest.

Athlete’s presentation belt
Made by Walker & Hall, 1890-1900
Purchased in 1982 with a grant from
the National Fund for Acquisitions
ABDAG008537

Ceremonial Costume
This black silk bicorne hat was
worn on ceremonial occasions
by Edward Watt, Lord Provost
of Aberdeen from 1935 to 1938.
The silver button on the front is
embossed with a thistle.
Lord Provost hat
Made in the 1930s
ABDMS006935

This striking red fitted tunic
was part of the civic uniform
worn by a Depute Lord
Lieutenant of Aberdeen. The
silver twisted cord epaulettes
include a thistle emblem.

Depute Lord Lieutenant
of Aberdeen wool tunic
Made by William Anderson
& Sons Ltd, 1935
Transferred in 1995 from
Aberdeen District Council
ABDMS024262

Souvenirs
The green cord drawstring on this
Victorian silk pouch bag is wrapped
around metal poles tipped with
amber-coloured glass thistles.
The Scottish motifs of tartan,
thistles and heather make this
bag an ideal holiday souvenir.

Tartan bag
Made in the late 19th century
The Peggy Walker Gift
ABDMS011054

Earthenware candlestick
Made by the Longpark Pottery Co,
1905-1940
ABDMS024241

This candlestick was manufactured
in Devon but the painted thistle
and the Guid nicht an joy be wi ye
inscription indicate that it is a
souvenir from a trip to Scotland.
These ‘motto wares’ became
extremely popular in the 1920s and
could be found throughout the UK.

